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Security
Metrics:

The Key to
Effective Security Management
Presented by leading international security authority

“

Most security
programs today are
like a car racing
down the freeway
using only the
rearview mirror to
navigate. The only
management metric
is how catastrophic
the crash and how
loud the noise.

”

Krag Brotby

Just as with any other critical activity, whether flying
airplanes or running nuclear power plants, real-time,
accurate and reliable metrics are utterly essential.
Without metrics, we’re reduced to guesswork and intuition.
In the last few years the term “security metrics” has developed into a holy
grail. We all know the mantra that if you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it.
Everybody wants security metrics, everybody seems to know that they are
necessary, but how does the CISO or the IT department get them?
This powerful 2-day course provides a wealth of tools, guidelines and inputs
for anybody having to deal with security metrics. It covers, clearly and
concisely, all the key points:
• How secure is my organisation really - differing methods and concepts
• How much security is enough? How much is too much?
• Is the security program headed in the right direction?
• Are security resources adequate and used to the best effect?
• What and how to measure - all the key security metrics explained
• Security metametrics - a PRAGMATIC approach that works
• How to design your information security measurement system
• How everything can be pulled together to create a system which works
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Security Metrics
Spectacular security failures persist despite huge increases in
security budgets and ever-more draconian regulation. Why?
Organisations must understand they can’t manage a successful
security program with just the 20/20 hindsight of audits and
torrents of technical data.
Reliance on best practices and international standards simply
cannot replace essential knowledge provided by relevant and
meaningful metrics.
Technical security metrics are abundant. But an automobile speedometer won’t tell you if you’re
going in the right direction. Seeing clearly where you have been just isn’t enough to steer a secure
path into the future.
The inescapable fact is that the history provided by audits is insufficient to manage increasingly
critical and complex information security programs that typically contain thousands of moving
parts. The way forward can’t be charted with just 20-20 hindsight. The path to the future can’t be
paved with experiences of the past in these turbulent times of ever-changing threat landscapes.
And best practices aren’t the answer, they are just a poor substitute for real knowledge.

Just as with any other critical activity, whether flying airplanes or running nuclear
power plants, real-time, accurate and reliable metrics are utterly essential.
This presentation will cover what’s needed and how to get it.

Three Key Questions for any Security Manager

“ Why have you decided that we don’t need to spend more?
“ Why have you decided that we don’t need to spend less? ”
“
”

What are we doing and how much are we spending on information security?

”

Answering these questions without methods for measuring our efforts – that is,
having metrics – is difficult. Without metrics, we’re reduced to guesswork and intuition.
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The Art and Science
of Security Metrics

Metrology, the science of measurement
Governance and management metrics
Information security metrics
Financial metrics for information
security
Information Security Risk Management
metrics
Software quality and security metrics
Information security metrics reference
review
- Andrew Jaquith “Security Metrics”
(Jaquith, 2007)
- NIST SP 800-55 “Performance
Measurement Guide for Information
Security” (NIST, 2008)
- Debra Herrmann “Complete Guide
to Security and Privacy Metrics”
(Herrmann, 2007)
- Lance Hayden “IT Security Metrics”
(Hayden, 2010)
- ISO/IEC 27004 “Information
Security Management Measurement” (ISO/IEC
27004:2009)
- CIS Security Metrics (CIS, 2010)
- ISACA
Specifying metrics
Metrics catalogs and a serious warning
about SMD
Other information security metrics
resources
Chapter summary
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Audiences for
Security Metrics

• Metrics audiences within the
organisation
- Senior managemen
- Middle and junior management
- Security operations
- Others with an interest in
information security
• Metrics audiences outside the
organisation
• Section summary
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The Metametrics Path to Effective Security Management
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Finding Candidate
Metrics

• Pre-existing/current information
security metrics
• Other corporate metrics
• Metrics used in other fields and
organisations
• Information security metrics reference
sources
• Other sources of inspiration for security
metrics
- Security surveys
- Vendor reports and white papers
- Security software
• Roll-your-own metrics
• Metrics supply and demand
• Section summary

Breakout Session

Propose metrics for:
• Senior management
• Executive management
• Middle management
• Operations
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Metametrics and the
PRAGMATIC approach

• Metametrics
• Selecting information security metrics
• The PRAGMATIC criteria
P = Predictive
R = Relevant
A = Actionable
G = Genuine
M = Meaningful
A = Accurate
T = Timely
I=
Independent
C = Cost
• Scoring information security metrics
against the PRAGMATIC criteria
- Step 1: Determine the
measurement objective/s
- Step 2: Specify the metric/s
- Step 3: Design the metric/s
- Step 4: Rate and score the metric/s
using the PRAGMATIC criteria
- Step 5: Compare the PRAGMATIC
score/s against other metrics

- Step 6+: Select the best metric/s
for your information security
measurement system
• Other uses for PRAGMATIC
metametrics
• Classifying information security metrics
- SMO (Strategic/Managerial/
Operational) metrics classification
- Risk/control metrics classification
- Input – process – output (outcome)
metrics classification
- Effectiveness and efficiency metrics
classification
- Maturity metrics classification
- Directness metrics classification
- “Robustness” metrics classification
- Readiness classification
- Policy/practice metrics
classification
• Section summary

Breakout Session

Score proposed metrics
Present results
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Sample Security
Metrics
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Summary and
Conclusions

• Information security risk management
example metrics
• Information security policy example
metrics
• Security governance, management and
organization example metrics
• Information asset management
example metrics
• Human resources security example
metrics
• Physical security examples
• IT security metric examples
• Access control example metrics
• Software security example metrics
• Incident management example metrics
• Business continuity management
examples
• Compliance and assurance metrics
examples
• Section summary

Krag Brotby

Krag Brotby

has more than twenty years in the computer security
field with a focus on governance and architecture. He is co-author of the
official ISACA CISM Review manuals and related presentation materials.
Krag has served on the ISACA security practice development committee
and has been appointed to the Test Enhancement Committee which
defines the practice area for the coming years. As a contributor of CISM
examination questions, Krag has an intimate understanding of the type
and level of security governance knowledge required to be successful at
the examination.
An early contributor to SABSA methodology and developer of the
Business Process Assurance model (BPA) and the Rapid Security
Assessment Model (RSAM), Krag has extensive experience with
security governance issues and practices. He is author of Information
Security Governance: Guidance for Boards of Directors and Executive
Management published by the IT Governance Institute (2006).

Krag is a frequent presenter at conferences globally and conducts
training seminars for information security governance and information
security management and metrics throughout Asia, Australia, the Middle
East, and the US, including training for the US Department of Defence.
He has authored numerous white papers and articles on risk management,
PKI, and training and is a foundation patent holder in the early days of
digital rights management.
Clients have included Microsoft, Unisys, AT&T, Alyeska, Countrywide
Financial, Informix, VISA, Verisign, Digital Signature Trust, Australia Post,
ZANTAZ, Bank Al Bilad, JP Morgan Chase, Singapore Government,
Certicom, Paycom among others.
He is currently focused on an information security metrics project for
ISACA as the researcher and author in addition to completing reference
books on security metrics and security governance for Auerbach and
Wiley and Sons. Krag is based in California, USA.

